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Abstract

Ab initio complete active space SCF calculations have been carried out to investigate the first excited electronic state of a
retinal protonated Schiff base analog: all-trans-3,7-dimethylnona-2,4,6,8-tetraenmethylimminium cation. This model of the
retinal chromophore in bacteriorhodopsin includes five conjugated double bonds as well as both pertinent backbone methyl
groups. The excited state minimum that is relevant for isomerization in bacteriorhodopsin is investigated and is found to be in
very close proximity to a Jahn–Teller conical intersection. The two (global) coordinates that are most effective in promoting
efficient internal conversion back to the ground electronic state (by lifting the degeneracy between the ground and first excited
state) are identified and discussed, and the distribution of the positive charge in the retinal analog as a function of these two
coordinates is investigated.q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The all-transretinal protonated Schiff base (RPSB)
is the chromophore of bacteriorhodopsin (bR), a trans-
membrane protein that acts as a light-driven proton
pump inHalobacterium salinarium, converting light
energy into a proton gradient. The bR protein contains
sevena-helices and its prosthetic group is attached to
the protein via a Schiff base linkage to a lysine side
chain (Lys216). Upon absorption of light the chromo-
phore undergoes a photoisomerization process and the
thermal reversal of this reaction is coupled to the
translocation of a proton from the cytoplasmic side

to the extracellular side of the protein. As its name
indicates, bR is closely related to the rhodopsin family
of proteins, which act as primary light detectors in the
vision process of higher life forms.

Due to its relatively simple structure (as compared
to other bioenergetic proteins involved in proton
pumping), its stability, and its strong spectral shifts
in the 400–600 nm range (which permit identification
of reaction intermediates), bR has been an ideal
system for investigations of vectorial proton translo-
cation through membranes. For reviews and summary
of the theoretical work see Refs. [1–5]. Despite this
barrage of investigations the riddle of bR’s proton
pump mechanism, how a photoreaction and its ther-
mal reversal is coupled to vectorial proton transloca-
tion has not been answered.

One of the reasons for the elusiveness of the
mechanism of bR’s proton pump is our lack of
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complete knowledge of the exact nature of the photo-
product that triggers proton release from retinal to
Asp85, which is connected to the extracellular side
through a water channel. In order to determine the
photoproduct in molecular dynamics simulations,
starting from the well-known ground state structure
of bR [6,7], accurate ground and excited state poten-
tial energy surfaces are required. In order to provide
such surfaces, we consider in this paper anisolated
retinal analog model that permits us to characterize
the first excited state in vicinity of the minimum and
conical intersection (CI) (between the ground and first
excited state) associated with isomerization around
the C13yC14 bond (see Fig. 1). The characterization
of the first excited state will enable us to extend and
improve earlier quantum mechanical studies of the
photoreaction dynamics in the protein reported in
[8]. Such studies of the first step in the photocycle
are part of our investigations of the early intermedi-
ates in the photocycle and the role of water molecules
within the protein interior [9–15].

A faithful description of bR’s photodynamics and
of the resulting photoproducts depends on the avail-
ability of accurate potential-energy surfaces (PESs)
and on the ability to treat the quantum mechanical
nature of the nuclear motion. The initial photoinduced
isomerization of retinal from its all-trans to 13-cis
structure is widely believed to occur on a sub-picose-

cond time scale and it eventually provides the driving
force for the translocation of protons. The elementary
photoisomerization event proceeds on multiple
coupled PESs; following the absorption of a photon,
ground state population is transferred to the first
excited state and the ensuing intramolecular dynamics
finally lead to the transfer of excited state population
back to the ground electronic state. This population
transfer is expected to be most efficient in regions of the
potential surface where the ground and excited states are
nearly or exactly isoenergetic, for example at a CI.

In our previous studies [8,16], a simple three-state
model was used to describe the photoisomerization
process. The three PESs differed only in their depen-
dence on one torsional coordinate: the anglef about
the C13y C14 double bond. Experimental evidence,
which supports a three-state model, is available
[17,18]. However, recent experimental [19–21] and
theoretical [22–24] studies suggest that the initial
motion out of the Franck–Condon region does not
involve a torsional coordinate. Whereas our previous
studies treated the crossing between the ground and
excited state as an avoided crossing, these theoretical
studies (of 11-cis retinal protonated analog) indicate
that the decay back to the ground electronic state
proceeds via a true crossing, i.e. a CI [23–25]. This
could have a profound effect on the photodynamics
since internal conversion is known to be extremely
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Fig. 1. Structure and atom labeling of retinal protonated Schiff base (panel a) and its analog: all-trans-3,7-dimethylnona-2,4,6,8-tetraenmethy-
limminium cation (panel b).



efficient when CIs are encountered [26]. The
description of CIs requires that the PES of the coupled
electronic states differ in at least two coordinates, for
example the C13yC14 torsion (see Fig. 1) and bond
stretching [22–24]. The theoretical investigation of
the minimum energy path of the 11-cis analog [24]
revealed that the initial motion on the first excited
state involves skeletal (i.e. stretching) relaxation
which is followed by a torsional motion. The present
work differs from this study in two ways. First, while
an 11-cis analog was previously used as a model for
rhodopsin, we use an all-transanalog because we are
interested in bR. Second, the analog used in the
present study includes two additional methyl groups:
one on the retinal backbone and one as a replacement
of the Lys216 link of the chromophore (see Fig. 1). To
our knowledge this is the largest RPSB analog model
ever studied. However, we note that our model does
not include the protein environment.

2. Methods

2.1. Quantum chemistry of the retinal Schiff base

A suitable description of electronic excited states in
molecules, including retinal analogs and their proto-
nated Schiff bases, requires an ab initio description
accounting at least for static electron correlation.
The complete active space (CAS) methods developed
by Roos and coworkers [27] have been shown to
provide an accurate account of these effects, and are
often quantitatively accurate when supplemented by
low-order perturbation corrections [28]. Since these
methods are computationally very demanding, it is
not yet feasible to carry out calculations on the retinal
chromophore itself. However, calculations are possi-
ble for analogs slightly smaller than retinal. In parti-
cular, analogs which omit the beta-ionone ring have
been widely used because this ring is likely to have
only a small effect on the electronic behavior of the
conjugated backbone [29]. Accordingly, we have
chosen for the present study the model Schiff base
all-trans-3,7-dimethylnona-2,4,6,8-tetraenmethylim-
minium cation shown in Fig. 1. This model includes
ten conjugatedp electrons as well as two pertinent
methyl group on retinal’s backbone, and an additional
methyl groups that replaces the Lys216 link of the chro-
mophore, but it neglects the beta-ionone ring.

All calculations were carried out with the program
molpro98 [30] using CASSCF in ap active space of
ten electrons in ten orbitals and the 6-31Gp basis set
[31,32]. A state-averaging procedure, equally weight-
ing the two lowest states (S0 and S1), was used to
determine the optimal CASSCF orbitals. This state-
averaged (SA) CASSCF(10,10) wave-function
includes a large portion of static correlation energy
and it allows a satisfactory description of the first
excited state. The chosen active space is large enough
to include the most important configurations. This has
been verified by rotating the orbitals bordering the
active space and monitoring the ground and excited
state energies, properties that were found to be unaf-
fected. All calculations were done in vacuo and opti-
mizations were carried out in the full space of
geometrical coordinates. Using 2 Gbytes of RAM, a
typical evaluation of energies and other properties
(e.g. energy gradient, nonadiabatic coupling) for a
single geometry required between 8 and 12 CPU
hours on an SGI Orgin2000 processor.

2.2. Minima and conical intersection

The SA-CASSCF(10,10) molecular geometry has
been optimized on the ground and excited states.
Convergence was reached when the norm of the gradi-
ent vector was less than 1026 a.u. For the ground state
minimum, the search was started from the equilibrium
geometry determined by a DFT/B3LYP calculation in
the 6-31Gp basis set. Our search for the excited state
minimum started from the ground state equilibrium
geometry, with a 908 torsion induced around the
C13yC14 bond. The calculations therefore target the
local minimum which is relevant to the all-
trans! 13-cis isomerization process in bR. We
have not searched for local minima corresponding to
torsion about other double bonds, e.g. the C11yC12

bond. However preliminary calculations suggest
that, in the vicinity of the Franck–Condon region, the
force constant for rotation around the C13yC14 is lower
than the force constants for rotations around the other
(nominally) double bonds, e.g. C11yC12 and C9yC10.

A search for the geometry of the CI was started
from two different initial geometries, theS0 and S1

minima mentioned above, and converged to the
same structure. The procedure involved at each
point calculations of the gradient on the first excited
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state, the difference gradient between theS0 and S1

states (the~h-vector), and the nonadiabatic coupling
vector (the~g-vector) between the two states [33,34].
The calculation of the~g-vector, as implemented in
molpro, neglects the geometry dependence of the
molecular orbitals. In judging the corresponding
errors one should recall that in the adiabatic represen-
tation there are two contributions to the derivative of
the electronic wave-function with respect to the
nuclear coordinates, one from the variation of the
configuration interaction coefficients and a second
from the variation of the molecular orbitals; since
the molecular orbitals are determined with state aver-
aging, their dependence on the nuclear coordinates is
expected to be small and can be neglected.

Once the CI had been located, the ground and
excited states PESs were mapped along the two coor-
dinates that lift the degeneracy of the two states: the~g-
and ~h-vectors. The ~g-vector was found to vary
strongly in the vicinity of the CI, but it is always
dominated by a component corresponding to torsion

around the C13yC14 bond. We therefore chose this
torsion along with the~h-vector as the two coordinates
along which we sampled the ground and excited state
PESs. We chose seven points along each direction, i.e.
a total of 49 points with steps of 108 and 0.0716 A˚ .

3. Results

As described above we have used the program
molpro to identify the equilibrium geometries on
the ground and excited electronic state, as well as
the geometry corresponding to the lowest energy CI,
for the retinal analog shown in Fig. 1. We have also
explored the PESs in the vicinity of the CI. The results
are described below.

3.1. Potential energy surfaces

The equilibrium geometries of the ground and
excited state of the RPSB analog investigated (see
above) are depicted in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Structures of the retinal analog at the minima of the ground (S0) and first excited (S1) state: (a) the compound at theS0 all-transminimum
is planar with reduced single/double bond alternation near the Schiff base; (b) the compound at theS1 minimum shows a 91.58 torsion around the
C13yC14 bond and a significant increase in this bond length. The structure at theS1 minimum nearly coincides with the structure at the lowest
point of the conical intersection betweenS1 andS0. Bond distances and angles are indicated in A˚ and degrees, and their values at the conical
intersection are indicated in brackets.



The carbon backbone is completely planar in the
ground state minimum (panel a) implying that any
steric repulsion between the two methyl groups on
the backbone is negligible. This should be contrasted
with retinal in bR, where X-ray structures reveal
significant deviations from planarity [6,7]. Our results
suggest that nonplanar distortions of the retinal mole-
cule in bR, and any resulting enhancements of bond
selectivity in photoisomerization, must be ascribed to
the influence of the protein environment. It is notable
that bond alternation in the ground electronic state
(panel a) is diminished near the Schiff base. The
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Table 1
Energies and energy differences of ground and excited states for the
three structures discussed in the text

S0 minimum S1 minimum CI

Hartree
S0 2519.19720829 2519.11743101 2519.11109212
S1 2519.06832703 2519.11195824 2519.11099889

kcal/mol
S0 0.0 50.06 54.04
S1 80.87 53.49 54.10
S1 2 S0 80.87 3.43 0.06

Fig. 3. Energies of the ground and first excited state of the retinal analog as a function of displacement along the~h2 vector (in Å) and the
C13yC14 torsional angle (in degrees). All other coordinates are constrained to their values at the conical intersection and the zero of energy has
been set to the ground state equilibrium value. The graphical rendering of the retinal analog depicts the~h2vector and the torsion, and the inset
presents the magnitude of the nonadiabatic coupling as a function of the~h2 vector and the C13yC14 torsional angle.



length of the nominal single bond C14yC15 measures
1.417 Å while the nominal double bond C13yC14

measures 1.375 A˚ . The remaining bonds reflect a
more typical bond alternation pattern. At the excited
state equilibrium geometry the C13yC14 double bond
extends to 1.475 A˚ and it is rotated by 91.58. Further
changes between the ground and excited state involve
mainly atoms C15–C10. For example, the nominal
single bond C12–C13 assumes a length of 1.372 A˚

and the adjacent nominal double bond C11yC12 a
length of 1.428 A˚ . The geometries in Fig. 2 suggest

that the nearly perfect conjugation of the chromo-
phore is broken in the excited state at the C13yC14

bond, thereby, separating the molecule into two
conjugated fragments.

A search for a CI was successful and located in very
close proximity to the excited state equilibrium
geometry. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2(b) where
the respective torsional angles and bond lengths are
compared (values in brackets correspond to the CI
geometry). Not shown in this figure is a small, yet
characteristic, difference between the CI and excited
state equilibrium geometries; at the excited state equi-
librium geometry the two methyl groups are aligned
along the retinal backbone with two C–H bonds point-
ing towards each other, whereas at the CI the methyl
at C13 is rotated by 2–48.

Table 1 provides the energies in the ground and
excited state for the three geometries described
above. For our model compound the vertical excita-
tion energy is 80.87 kcal/mol. At theS1 minimum the
energy gap between the ground and excited state is
only 3.43 kcal/mol, and at the CI this energy gap is
further reduced to 0.06 kcal/mol; Table 1 shows that
this change is predominantly due to a change in the
ground state energy.

A Jahn–Teller CI (the most common type) exhibits
two PESs touching each other in a cone and inverted
cone fashion [34]. The two surfaces separate along the
~g and ~h vectors defined in Section 2. The~g–~h plane
represents the coordinates that are most effective in
promoting nonadiabatic transitions. Fig. 3 demon-
strates that the CI identified in this study is of a
Jahn–Teller type. The PESs are shown along the~h-
vector and along the torsion around the C13yC14 bond.
The surfaces separate very rapidly along the torsional
coordinate and less rapidly along the~h-vector.

In the vicinity of the CI, we have also calculated the
nonadiabatic coupling between theS0 and S1 states.
The inset to Fig. 3 presents the results. One can recog-
nize that the coupling is extremely localized near the
CI, where it is singular (numerically, this coupling is
computed to be larger than 400 bohr21 at the CI).

The degrees of freedom involved in the~h-vector are
depicted in the graphical rendering of the chromo-
phore in Fig. 3. This vector involves a change in
bond alternation localized around the last four back-
bone atoms (C14, C15, N16 and the terminal methyl
group). The largest contribution is a stretch of the
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Fig. 4. Energy difference between theS1 andS0 states along the~h-
vector, and as a function of the length of the C15yN16 bond as well as
of the C13yC14 bond. (Other coordinates are constrained to their
values at the conical intersection.)

Fig. 5. The nonadiabatic coupling vector�~g-vector� for two geome-
tries with very similar excited state energies and energy gaps
between the ground and excited state. In both cases the magnitude
of the nonadiabatic coupling is large (.300 bohr21), but apart from
a common torsional component they are directed along different
directions.



C15yN16 bond, the two next largest contributions are
from the contractions of the C14yC15 and N16-methyl
bonds. A cut of the energy surfaces along the~h-vector
is presented in Fig. 4. This figure also shows cuts
along the C15yN16 and C13yC14 bond stretches. The
behavior shown is surprising. Given the strong depen-
dence of the PESs on the torsion around the C13yC14

bond one would have expected the C13y C14 bond

stretch to have a stronger effect than the C15yN16

bond stretch. However, it is the latter bond stretch
that induces a fast separation of the two PESs.

We also investigated the variation of~g-vector in the
vicinity of the CI. As shown in Fig. 5 that conform the
~g-vector at the CI and at a nearby point with similar
energy and large nonadiabatic coupling, the~g-vector
exhibits a strong change. In fact, apart from the
common torsional component, the two vectors in
Fig. 5 bear little resemblance. This behavior presum-
ably reflects the strong curvature of the CI seam, but
may also be partially due to numerical errors asso-
ciated with the singular behavior of the nonadiabatic
coupling at the CI.

The protonated Schiff base compound investigated
(see Fig. 1) carries a net positive charge. In a well-
conjugated system, one expects this charge to be
distributed evenly over the compound. However, at
the CI the conjugation is broken at the C13yC14

bond due to a near 908 twist. We have investigated
the distribution of the positive charge in the retinal
analog by determining the differenceDq of the total
Mulliken charges to the left and right of the center of
the C13yC14 bond. Fig. 6 showsDq in the ground and
excited state as a function of displacement along the
~h-vector for the two torsional angles (908 and 628). At
the CI, the positive charge is completely delocalized
in both ground and excited states. Small displace-
ments along the~h-vector cause the hole to localize
on one side of the 908 twisted C13yC14 bond. When
the torsion angle is more nearly planar (628 shown),
the delocalization of the hole becomes less sensitive
to the displacement of the~h-vector. This suggests that
a diabatic representation corresponding to this CI in
the retinal molecule should focus on the two diabatic
states corresponding to localization of the positive
hole to the right or left of the C13yC14 bond.

4. Discussion

The results of our investigation suggest the follow-
ing scenario for the photoreaction of the protonated
Schiff base of retinal: following vertical excitation of
the ground state equilibrium to the excited state the
system moves out of the Franck–Condon region to the
minimum of the excited state potential. This mini-
mum is close to a CI that furnishes a gateway back
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Fig. 6. Difference in charges of the left and right retinal analog
fragments (computed using the Mulliken populations for the SA-
CASSCF(10,10)/6-31Gp wavefunction) on the ground (full line)
and first excited (dashed line) electronic state as a function of displa-
cement along the~h-vector at two C13yC14 torsional angles: 908 and
628 (upper and lower panels, respectively). (All other coordinates
are constrained to their values at the conical intersection.) The inset
illustrates the retinal analog and defines the right and left fragments:
all atoms left of (and including) C14 belong to the left fragment
whereas all atoms to the right of (and including) C13 belong to the
right fragment.



to the ground state potential energy surface. On this
surface the system reaches either the isomerized state
(13-cis) or the all-trans state. The CI which we have
found is not exactly at a 908 twist around the C13yC14

bond, implying a small preference for conversion
back to the all-trans state. However, the deviation
from a 908 torsion is small—the CI exhibits a 928
torsion. Hence the preference is expected to be quite
minor and could easily be altered by the protein
environment.

The motion from the Franck–Condon region to the
excited state minimum involves torsion as well as
bond stretch motion as indicated in Fig. 2. First, the
initial motion changes the length of several backbone
bonds, as has also been suggested in previous inves-
tigations [23,24] of an 11-cis retinal analog; this is
followed by torsion towards a ca. 908 twist. Once
the chromophore has arrived at the excited state mini-
mum, the CI is reached rapidly through a slight rota-
tion of the methyl group at C13.

At the CI, the nonadiabatic coupling is singular,
leading to efficient internal conversion back to the
ground state. The coordinates which are expected to
be most effective in promoting this conversion are
C15yN16 stretch and C13yC14 torsion, as suggested
by the directions of the~g- and~h-vectors. The direction
of the nonadiabatic coupling vector�~h� is surprising in
that it involves a dominant C15yN16 stretch and only a
small C13yC14 stretch. Since overall both single and
double bonds are displaced from their ground state
equilibrium position at the CI, and neither one of
them is involved in the direction of the nonadiabatic
coupling vectors, one expects the ground state product
(13-cis) and educt (all-trans) to be formed in a vibra-
tionally excited state. (In this respect one should note
that upon excitation the largest change in internuclear
distance occurs at the C13yC14 bond which stretches
from 1.375 to 1.475 A˚ .) The surface crossing process
requires an adequate quantum mechanical description
of the nuclear motion, e.g. as suggested in [8,35], and
will be the subject of future investigations.

A long standing question in the field of polyene
photochemistry has been the selection of the bond
undergoing isomerization. The present investigation
has not addressed this point directly, focusing instead
solely on the CI which is most relevant to the all-
trans! 13-cis photoisomerization in bR. It is quite
likely that there are other CIs corresponding to

isomerization about different CyC bonds, e.g. about
the C11yC12 bond. An understanding of the bond
selectivity and, in particular, of the difference between
photoproducts in solution and in bR [36–38] will
require investigation of alternative CIs. In the present
study, we did not find a barrier separating the Franck–
Condon region from the excited state minimum, but
cannot say with certainty that one does not exist. In
particular, our procedure could easily miss a barrier of
600 cm21 as suggested by time-resolved studies of
retinal photoisomerization in solution [39]. It is of
great interest to understand how the protein environ-
ment can affect such a barrier and, hence, bond
selectivity.
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